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Dear State Department Officials,   

  

I am writing to you first to acknowledge the important work of everyone at the Department of State! All 

Americans owe you a great deal of appreciation for our security and many other vital issues. 

 

I am also writing to you about resources that can have a tremendous impact on preventing and resolving 

conflicts as well as many other challenges.  

 

Current Challenges: 1-Relations with Russia, China, Iran, North Korea, Cuba, etc. 2-Non-State Terrorist 

Groups. There have been problematic relations with these countries and groups for decades. Today there are 

now 9 countries with nuclear weapons and 20 other countries who have a variety of Chemical, BioIogical and 

Radiological Weapons of Mass Destruction. The challenges of global warming, the violation of human rights 

and trafficking in drugs and people also need effective solutions. There are governments that also have to 

contend with Cyber-Warfare. 

 

These challenges all have the following in common. They have persisted over time. The obstacles and solutions 

have been very difficult to accurately identify. 

 

Solutions: We are recommending that foreign policymakers, top negotiators, security strategists and others 

participate in short and powerful programs developed through ontology based research. They have a consistent 

track record of unprecedented success supporting various types of organizations worldwide since the 1970s. 

 

One of the most important features of these various programs is that they dramatically expand the 

conscious awareness of the participants.  

 

 This is critically important because the participants become able to accurately identify the 

obstacles that have undermined their ability to effectively resolve their challenges.  

 

 The short programs that focus on ontology based communication will make it possible for foreign 

policymakers to formulate highly effective policies.  

 

 The combination of highly effective policies along with highly skilled negotiators participating in 

the communication programs will make it possible to get on the same channel with adversaries. 

Thereafter they will be on track to resolve their differences.    

 

 The expansion of conscious awareness will make it possible for the officials to recognize that there 

is always more than one valid assessment of the actions and words of adversaries. Without that 

ability the officials will not relate to adversaries in a positive, constructive, effective and successful 

manner.   
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 Expanding conscious awareness can make it possible for officials to recognize the fact that all of us 

human beings source our own successes and failures. Many will acknowledge their success but too 

few will acknowledge themselves as the source of their failures.  

 

This is especially true for relations be they interpersonal, community or international. This is also 

the source of the blame game using sanctions, political isolation, threats, withholding aid or 

invasions which are always counter-productive recognized or not.  

 

We subscribe to the definition of diplomacy as listed in many reference sources, “Diplomacy is a skill in 

solving problems without arousing hostility.”  This will be possible through program participation.  

 

“A man convinced against his will is of the same opinion still.” 

 

Important: There is a tendency for some people unfamiliar with ontology based programs to blindly assume 

they are similar to other programs.  These programs do not duplicate any others in any way. See the delegation 

document. 

 

To attain sufficient primary clarity about the programs contact me for an in depth discussion. Beyond that the 

maximum clarity on the pursuit of the programs will then require a three way discussion with the program 

expert-providers.  

 

With admiration and respect, I remain,  

 

Sincerely yours,  

Arnie Keiser 
Arnold Keiser   

 

PS: People have found it useful to view the video filmed at NASA and the written comments on this same 

       web-page     https://www.oic-world-peace.org/program-services.html 
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